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HARRY ROWE SHELLEY—Theory and Composition
HERBERT WILBER GREENE—Voice Training.
ALBERT ROSS PARSONS-Pianoforte.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN—Pianoforte, Synthetic

Method,
R. HUNTINGTON WOODMAN-Organ.
JOHN 0, GRIGGS—Church Music and History,
LOUIS SCHMIDT-Violin.
In addition to the above Principals of Departments, each department
nas the valuable co-operation of associate professors and instructors,
making it possible for the student to accomplish the most thorough and
rapid progress without undue expense.
In the DEPARTTfENTT OF INTERPRETATION Mr.
nek s time is always available for advanced students in any line of
work, wno have Bhown themselves sufficiently proficient to demand It.
«uTJfLDE^4RTWENT OF THEORY AND COHPO' 11
’ under the able direction of Mr. Shelley, offers a four years*
legTdiptlom^m*> 6t*0n °*
*orm8 tlie baajs of graduation with coiTHE TOICE DEPARTMENT, headed by H. W. Greene,
PtIIE?
v7 Dud,ey ®uck in Interpretation, by John C. Griggs, E.
esson Miller, Frank H. Potter, and others, offers without question
best advantages for vocal studj to be found in America.
PIANOFORTE DEPARTMENT, under the active
r Albert Ross Parsons, with Miss Caia Aarup as Associate
“*adTanced work, offers the broadest training both in Tech*®t®rPr®t*tion. A part of this work, comprised in the Svnmakill,6pR^in3ent
formal Training, under Miss Kate S Chittenden,
le
Prospective teachers the great advantages of the Synet*v of Pi*100 Teaching, as originated by Mr. Parsons and escations^ thro,1Sk Miss Chittenden's editorship of the Synthetic publi-
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Marche from Caprice, Op. 2
Arabesque, Op. 6, No. 6. G
Polka Rondo. F. J. Zeiebcr
Reverie, Op. 112, No. 5. W
The Flatterer. Cecil Chain m
Marche Fantastique, Op. 73
There is a Green Hill fa
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W„r!w n>E,>AK,nKXT OF OKOAX.
R. Huntington
*nd Mr^heUe^^Uo Instruction in this department given by Mr. Buck
.J®? “EPARTJIKST OF VIOI-IX. under Louis Schmidt,
Piarmf Ofn T*rtlJ080» in conjunction with Miss A amp's work in the
of
.Jr.ADeSa,Llment’ Becn^« to the College the important advantage
°» chamber music and general ensemble practice.
IllOr’?K>r OF CHURCH MUSIC ASI)
eetahli0K=I „ K . Fequally valuable for singers and organists,
8 a w°rking repertoire of the best examples of Worship Music.
whe^^H~C.!?,lf<'a,ur® 19 11)8 KERIDENCR HEPAKTNEST,
with h~,.j lt j number of pupil, from i» distance ore accommodated
Doar<l and 8T8ry facility for practice and study.

Sub|?ription $1
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WILLIAM MASON.

“ Vo,cc.ARTHUR D. WOODRUFF.

Regular Course,

$200 per year.

Send for Catalogue.

JOHN CORNELIUS GRIGGS, Secretary.
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1708 CHESTNUT ST., P

This edition is the best that careful attention, go
I>y scientific, nyetrrmillr. method.
Easily *djn*t#d, easily repaired
paper,
printing, etc., can make it.
Of •Irupl* con«ft notion, yet of perfect adjustment, it* adaptation to
rrrrf/ prrMon I* readily seen
Liberal discount to the profession.
Of anmll dlmeiial ns, weighing only a few ounce*; can bo carried lu
the pocket of the user
The necessity of development other thau til* keyboard la acknowl¬
Published by THEO. PRESSER,
edged, and ip|mrnDt to all.
PllIl.ADEI.PmA. P
The pro|>er use of The Oyaatik rapidly develop* the weaker j>ortlon | ■TATION A.
of the baud*, rendering the Anger* an 1 wrUt* aupple and atrong. ready i
for the highest degree of d-TWity upon the key hoard or wf rl «»**.
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing.
and la averyway satbfsetory.
Of

Nf*n«l for 4’lrraliar.

Deduction to the Profession.

THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.. Phila, Pa.

FIRST LESSONS IN

MUSICAL KINDEROARTEN SYSTEM.

SI

A new and Improved edition «f the Adkins »n Sy»t**m of Musical
Kindergarten Instruction I* being pr*j»ared. Simple, piacllca), and
plsaslng. Rend for It.

M. E. ADKINSON, Jefferson, Iowa.

W. S. B. MATHEWS.

STUDIES IN

PRICE

MUSICAL RHYTHM.
By ZUDOAR. L. JUSTIS.
PRICE 50 CENTS.

FOR ANY ONE STUDYING MUSIC.

*1 out every pupil is deficient in time, and the reason
in, that no direct practice U ever given. In this work
nothing but time value of notes is considered. The ex¬
ercises can be played on one key at the piano or tapped
oat with lead pencil or hand on the table. The exer¬
cises are not to be played once or twice, bnt daily until
perfect command over every combination of rest and
notes is attained.

The work can be given with the very

-----

$1.80.

The author has brought together a valuable collecti
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within t
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of t
children’s minds. They are taken from the most su
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for ch
dren the world can show.

The pieces are all closely annotated, fingere
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the wor
a few chapters on the object and manner
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expressio
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc.
The work is intended to precede the two vo
umes of “ Studies in Phrasing,” which are amon
the most popular musical text-books now us
in the country. As a work of genuine usefu
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelle

first lesson in music. There is no work covering exactly
this ground.

Writing bookB acquaint the student with

FIFTY LESSONS

the theory, but this book « real practice in rhythm.

FOR THE

p»bii,hed b, theo rREsszE. philada. ri Medium Part of the Voic
Revised After the Latest Edition.

THE FIRST YEAR

OPES 9.

FOR THE

BY JT. CONCONE.

PIANO OR CABINET ORGAN.
A Complete Technical Coarse for Beginners,
Without the Use of Exercises.
Composed and Compiled bv Eugene Thayer, Mus Doo

PRICE 50 CENTS.
A new good edition of these popular vocal studies.
Can be used by any teacher with any method.
Liberal discount to the profession.

Op. lOO. l»rloe $1.00.

Published by THEO. PRESSER,

This work wu pabllth.d bjr tbe author ju«t before ho died, but norer
reached the g-u-ral market; it U th refore rirtually a new work It
waa Published in ‘"0 I»rt», called “The First Half Tear” and “The
Second Hair Year.
l»l» hf® experience on this work, and we have
no doubt that many will now be glnd to examine and use the book in
Tl»e maxims by Eugene Thayer are included in this work,
and what a One code of rule* for young musicians he has given I Thev
are perhaps even more useful than a similar code by Schumann
J
uXJXK** Ju
of ;n«*tr,,ction book®. It broadens the
teacher and lessen* the drudgery of the le*eon hour. The hook is withthe
i.D4,tn,c.tion‘ but w,th * Primer it can be used with
the very first leseon in music.
o^*n.W°rk *"

,nr el'her the pl»„„ or

STATION A.

PHII.ADI5I.PUIA, P

MUSICAL GAME.

the great COMPOSERS
PRICE 50 CENTS.

The Most Important and interesting Music
Game Ever Issued.

THEO. PRESSES, Publisher, Station A, Philadelphia.

;.e

NEAT AND substantial
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t

4MUSIC v FOLIOS,!*
OUR OWN MAKE.
Price $1.00.

$9.00 per dozen, by Expren,

This folio ii without spring back or ornamental work.
foUo In cloth, with thK. string, to tie the open ends
Addrew

It la a ttmnl.
P‘'

r
££Sr1 ” “*

»"£ »^”
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THEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa.

Published by THEO. PRESSER, PHILADA., P

country in Europe,
Bouha marches are being played largely abroad. At
the Henley regatta on the Thames, British hands played
them ; at the Stuttgart Sacngoriest parade, German hands
played them ; and it is said at Brussels one may meet a
kind of religious procession with an image at its head
and a hand playing “The Washington Poet,”

I t isrejsuted that the Berlin concert-agent, Herr Wolff,
is organising for next year a Beethoven Festival sueli as
has never Issen given before. He purposes to perform, in
tile course of three weeks, tile whole of Beethoven’s
works.
The Koyul Opera Company, Philharmonic
Orchestra and Choir, und the Stern’sohe (iesangverein
are to assist.
Tub Bayreuth festival of 1807consists of three complete
cycles of “ Der Ring des Nilielungcn,” beginning July

wig van Beethoven. In the famous concert piece b
Weber we And some superb glissandos, lor the piec

though classic in form, has a decided leaning toward th
showy. It is the scarlet poppy in our classic garden. Th
glissando in Weber’s “ ConcertstUck » is in perfect keep

ing, but the famous passage of ten measures toward th
climax of the rondo of Beethoven’s “ Wnldstein Sonata

which is written in octaves in two-measnre phrases f

the right and left hands alternately, should not lie play
glissando in my opinion, though certain eminent virtuo

have done so, but played one note in each hand contin
ously as Billow recommended.

As to a glissando

thirds, it is, on our modern keyboard, with heavy a
tion and a deep dip, almost impossible. You might, pe

haps, by dint of vast practice, learn to take a descendi

run witli the right hand and an ascending rnn with t

21st, August 2d mid 14th, and eight performances of

left hand by curling under the second and fourth finge

“ Parsifal.” on July 10th, 27tli, 28th, 30th, and August
8th, 0th, Ilth, and 19th. The curtain rise* at 4 I\ M. and
falls at 10 r. si. The price of an orchestra stall is, as

so that the nails shall fall on C, E, etc. As for the octa
glissando, Tausig accomplished some miracles in that w

by the extreme firmness and toughness of his fingers, b

I think that double note glissandos are of little val

usual, live dollars.
Prop. Womucmau Rahuiel, the well-known composer

even when both hands are free to execute them, and
none at all under any other circumstances.

As a lig

mid director of the Meisterschule for Music, in Berlin,
died on the twenty-fourth ol' February, aged sixty-eight

and glittering declaration they are very well if they do

years. Amoug his compositions are to be mentioned a
symphony, two overtures, a suite, two trios, and pieces
for the piano. Ho wus a half-brother of the late Clara

the sparkling froth on the crest of the musical wave.
2. How is a staccato note played with the thumb ?

take too much time for practice.

The glissando is on

The thumb, strictly speaking, is a sort of sab-ha

Schumann.

made to move at right angles to the other fingers.
A PKltt'ORMANCK took place lately in the new Kuufluns Hall erected on the site of the old Gewnndhans in
Leipzig. The performance was for the purpose of test¬
ing the acoustic properties of the hall, and proved satis¬
factory. The hull contains seats for 900 persons and 60
musicians.

The decorations are simple and the pillars

bear busts of Bach and Mendelssohn, and reliefs of
Schumann mid Wagner.

ABOUT thirty years ago, writes a Dresden critic, a

motions, therefore, are sui generis.

It makes the stacc

really only one way, that is, in the mode commo
named negative staccato.

In this, the finger or thum

merely depresses the key, hammer-wise, then springs np
if elevated by a compressed coil.

A slight daintiness

the thumb staccato may be obtained by an upward

dillation of the whole hand, but this is more appropri
in chords than elsewhere.

3. What is the pronunciation of Menuet a l’Antiqu

Saxon count appealed to Rubinstein on behalf of a young
Jew, needy, but highly gifted, and earning a scant living
by copying music. The result was that through the

ancient style.” It should bepronouuced, as nearly as I

generosity of the composer the struggling genius was
enabled to develop his powers nnd dually to produce
cumpositious which attracted the attention of the world.
The young man's name was Carl Goldmark.

4. What can be done for a pupil who is in the habi
stammering over the keys?

Tits National Opera Honseof Faria has published a list

stammering or musical stuttering, you must, first of

of operas given there between January, 1830. and June,
1806. Aubcr is represented by 1193performances; Hulevy,

This is the French form of the phrase “ Minuet in

indicate it by phonetic spelling, thus : “ Mavuooet a L
tech.”

In striving to cure your pupil of the fatal habi

find the root from which this evil tree of stammer
derives its offensive vitality.

Stammering may co

by 1078 ; Gounod, by 1031 ; Adam, by 578; Thomas,
by 460 ; Deli lies, by- 274; Massenet, by 222; SaintSaens, by 160. Among the Italians, Rossini had 1409 ;

first from tremor of the nerves and this, again, is pa

Donizetti, 1003 ; and Verdi, 721.

Meyerlieer heads the

whose nerve filaments seem to be out of proportion

Germans with 2603 performances ; then comes Wagner,
with 260 ; Mozart, with 227 ; and Weber, with 207.

the muscular fillers ; such persons shift about restles
fidget, quiver, twitch, and are never at rest. Ag

Dr. Paui. Riverra, of Mnnich, is the discoverer of a
new treatment for certain diseases, known as the “ Music
Cure.” The Doctor says : “ It is not our purpose to ad¬
vertise a 'cure for every ill of mind or body ; ’ we only
purpose to cure diseases of a certain nature.

The in¬

fluence of music has this effect: The patient hears the
pleasant sounds and docs not experience pain while
listening. We lay all stress on curing pain.”
Wagner’s music, since it is largely descriptive, is said
to be very successful with nervons patients. Some dis¬
eases are said to require soli, low sounds, while others
are best treated by loud, compelling strains. Composers
should watch this closely. Shall we not someday hear
of a “ Headache Waltz,” or a “ Rheumatism Polka?”

temperamental, partly hygienic.

There are those (an

large percentage of music students belong to this cl

there are others who, from any one of a half a do

sources of nnwholesomeness in their mode of life, h
shaky nerves.

Yon

may test whether stamme

comes from either of these physical causes by asking

pupil to take a fall tumbler of water and endeavor, w
extended arm, to hold it so as not to spill a drop.

still severer test would be to hold between the finge
teaspoon level full of water.

If your pupil’s nerv

ness is temperamental give her a large number of e

cises such as these : Require her first to sit absolutely s
still as a stone, still as a statue, with the hands ly
carelessly in the lap; then to hold the

arm quietl

some extended position ; then to stand withont sway

aud if there are any mannerisms of face, hands, or'f
tear them out like weeds.

In short, administer a l

It la no article of luxury or of fashion, but it is interest¬

manner, and even permitted herself to jest at t

ing aolely because of its history.”
“ What can it be, Eugenie ? ” asked

expense of her benefactor. So it was quite like her
speak of Mozart to one of her more fortunate admire

Franziska.

<• Perha|» the ink-bottle of some fnmous man. ”
“ Not a had guess.
You shall see the treasure within
nn hour j it is in my trunk. Now for the story, and
with yoor permission it shall go hack a year or more.
“The winter before last, Mozart’s health caused me
much anxiety, on account of his increasing nervousness
and despondency. Although he was now and then in

as un piccolo geifo raso (a little well-sha'en pig)*
comparison, worthy of a Circe, was the more irritati
because one uiustcoufess that it contained a grain

truth.*
_
As Mozart was returning from this soiree (at which,

it hnnnened. the singer was not present), a somew

unnaturally high spirits when in company, yet at home
he was generally silent and depressed, or sighing and
ailing. The physician recommended dieting and exercise

spiteful remark. It was the more amazing to him
cause it was the first unmistakable proof of the utter

in the country. Hut his patient paid little heed to the
good advice; it was not easy to follow a prescription
which took so much time and was so directly contrary to

did not notice the extreme coolness of Frau Constanz

all his plans and habits. Then the doctor made him
still more uncomfortable with long lectures on breathing,

she held conscientiously to her determination that

the human Idood, corpuscles, phlogiston, and such un¬
heard of things; there were dissertations on nature
and her purposes in eating, drinking, and digestion—a
subject of which Mozart was, till then, as ignorant ns a
live year old child.
11 The lesson made a distinct impression. I’or the doctor
had hardly been gone a half honr when 1 found ray hus¬
band deep in thought, but of a more cheerful counte¬
nance, sitting in his room examining a walking-stick
which he had ferreted out of a closet full of old things.
I supposed that he had entirely forgotten it. It was
a handsome stick, with a large head of lapis-lazuli,
and had belonged to my father. Hut no one had ever
before seen a cane in Mozart’s hand, and I had to laugh

at him.
“ * Yon see,’ he cried, ‘ I have surrendered myself to
my cane, with all its appurtenances. I will drink the
water, nnd take exercise every day in the open air, with
this stick as my companion. I have been thinking about
it; there is our neighbor, the counsellor to the Board of
Trade, who cannot even cross the street to visit his best
friend withont his cane. Tradesmen and officers, chan¬
cellors and shop-keepers, when they go with their fami¬
lies on Sunday for a st roll in the country, carries each one
his trusty cane. And I have noticed how in the Stephansplatz, a quarter of nu hour before church or court,
the worthy citizens stand talking in groups and leaning
on their stout sticks, which, one can see, are the firm
supports of their industry, order, and tranquility.

In

short, this old-fashioned nnd rather homely custom mnst
be a blessing and a comfort. You may not believe it,
but I am really im]>atient to go off with this good friend
for my first constitutional across the bridge. We are
already slightly acquainted, and I hope that we are
partners for life.’
‘‘The partnership was hut a brief one, however.

On

the third day of their strolls the companion failed to
return. Another was procured, and lasted somewhat
longer ; and, at any rate, I was thankful to Mozart’s
sudden fancy for canes, since it helped him for three
whole weeks to carry out the doctor's instructions. Good
results began to appear ; we had almost never seen him
so bright and cheerful.

But after a while the fancy

passed, and I was in despair again.

Then it happened

that after a very fatiguing day he went with some friends
who were passing through Vienna to a musical soiree.
He promised faithfully that he would stay hut an hour,
but those are always the occasions when people most
abuse his kindness, once he is seated at the piano and
lost in music ; for he sits there likea man in a balloon,
miles above the earth, where one cannot hear the clocks
strike.

I sent twice for him, about midnight; but the

servant could not even get a word with him.

At last,

gratitude of his protfgfe.
reception.

In his great indignation

Without stopping to take breath he pour

out his grievance, and well-nigh roused her pity.
should not so easily escape punishment.

Y

So, when

awoke from a sound sleep shortly after noon, he fou

neither wife nor children at home, and the table w

spread for him alone.
Ever since Mozart’s marriage there had been lit

which could make him so unhappy as any slight clo

between his better half and himself. If he had o
known how heavy an anxiety had burdened her dur
the past few days!

But, as usual, she had put off

long as possible the unpleasant communication.

H

money was now almost spent, and there was no prosp
that they should soon have more.

Although Mozart

not guess this state of affairs, yet his heart sank w
discouragement nnd uncertainty. He did not wish
eat; he could not stay in the house.

He dressed hi

self quickly, to go out into the air.
left an open note in Italian :

On the table

“You have taken a fair revenge, and treated me qu
as I deserved. But be kind and smile again when I co
home, I beg yon. I should like to turn Carthusian
Trappist and make amends for my sins.”

Then he took his hat—but not his cane ; that had h
its day—and set off.

Since we have excused Frau Constanze from telling

much of her story, we may as well spare her a li
longer.

The good man sauntered along past the market tow

the armory—it was a warm, sunshiny, summer af
noon—and slowly and thoughtfully crossed the Hof,

tnming to the left climbed the Miilkenbaster, thus avo

ing the greetings of several acquaintances who were j
entering the town.

Although the silent sentinel who paced np and do
beside the cannon did not disturb him, he stopped bu

few minutes to enjoy the beautiful view across the gr
meadows and over the suburbs to the Kahlenberg.

T

peaceful calm of nature was too little in sympathy w
his thoughts.

With a sigh he set out across the

planade, and so went on, without any particular a
throngh the Alser-Vorstadt.

At the end of WUhringer Street there was an inn, w

a skittle-ground ; the proprietor, a master rope-mak

was as well known for his good beer as for the excelle
of his ropes.

Mozart heard the balls and saw a dozen

more guests within.

A half-unconscious desire to fo

himself among natural and unassuming people mo
him to enter the garden.

He sat down at one of

tables-but little shaded by the small trees-with an

spector of the water-works and two other Philistin

zzi;

•

me nine

whicvprred on tbe

~ mo

compositions, and wh.ch Is unquestionably ihe best likeness tha
hare, not excepting those recently published.—E. M.

in making one's self do the disagreeable that turn* the
unpleasant into the enjoyable. This is well expressed by
Dinah Muloch Cmik a* follows: “The secret of life is
not to do what one likes, but to try to like that which one
ha* to do ; and one docs come to like it in time.” Why
not set ourselves to trying this when doing the tasks
that must he done ? Why not make ourselves feel and
believe that we do enjoy them and so win a victory over
self? The self-approval resulting from such a victory
would be a sufficient reward for our pains.

The least valuable part of a good tcucher’s work is in
hearing the lesson recited and allowing how to practice

certain element of life-growth ; it lifts up whatever
influences. Rightly considered, good taste is the teach

er’s greatest ally. If he hopes to have a truly musica
community about him with all the delights and benefi

that this includes, let him steadfastly go about develop

ing good and refined tote in all that comes under hi
influence.

TEACHERS WHO SCOLD.
“ I TELL you he scolds ; doesn’the scold, though?

“Poes n't she make us feel mean?

I tell you when sh

the next lesson. Young minds must be enthused with
a genuine love of the beaiitiffil ns it is found in music, if

gets through talking to you, you feel small; you fee

they ever become anything worthy of the time and
opportunity, to say nothing of the cost of tuition in¬

“Oh, he’s just splendid ; he just goes on ; he is neve
satisfied until he makes somebody cry.” “I justtrembl

cident to the study of music. Music is good, lieantiful,
and useful, but character and right views of life arc of
still more worth, and no one has greater opportunities

sarcastic; can’t she hurt, though ; she’s just lovely.

for molding the character of the young than has the
music teacher. The music teacher's intluence is hardly
second to that of the mother. And all of this can be
done without “ preaching,” a word here, a seed thought
there, here a little and there a little. Sympathy with
child thought, interests, and doings makes it easy for the
teacher to reach the springs of character in his pupils.
The American Friend tonches ui*>n this work of the
teacher as follows : “ A l>ad driver will sjioil a horse in a
few weeks, but many persons fail to realize that the
destiuy of a boy is in the hands of his teacher, and that
the unskilful teacher is us dangerous in a community ns
a blundering doctor. The true teacher, therefore, must
have an ideal of life ; he must be tme to it himself, and
he innst

know

how to kindle his learners with a pure

passion for excellence. ”

ns if you wanted to crawl through a hole in the ground.

when she commences her sarcasms ; she can be the mos

“ He’s great, yon know ; he just makes fun of 11s, abuse
us, tells us we are fools, idiots, never knew anythin

und never will; we can’t do one thing all morning.”
To any one with the least particle of educational in

stinct this piece of senseless bluster, affected by som

teachers with a view of being unique, bizarre, peculiar
and so getting a “ griffe ”

011

the pupils, is most ridicu

lous.
Not more so than the sublime admiration with which

it is received by the blinded pupils, who seem to b

assured by snch that they are receiving instruction from

the great and exceptional heroes of the day. Like the con¬

gregation whose priest preached in Latin, they feel then
that they are getting the worth of their money.

It neve

occurs to them for a moment that they need not take al
this wordy stuff.

They do not reflect that being called

an idiot and a fool does not teach anything, or eve

prepare the mind to receive it; that a tirade of sarcasm
Good taste is an element of character, not an accom¬
plishment, such as is skill in scale playing, wrist action,
or sight-reading. As we can cultivate a love of truth
and make ourselves take an interest in things that are
refined, and tain grow to the point where we can enjoy
moral and spiritual teachings, so we can develop taste.
Taste is more spiritual than mental, more emotional than
intellectual, yet its development depeuds on an active
use of our brains and will-power. Whileall teachers feel
the presence of taste in a pupil, or the want of it, perhaps,
still few teachers value it sufficiently. The cultivation
of a good and refined taste should lie one of the principal
efforts of the teacher.
But good taste cannot lie devel¬
oped with the use of unworthy styles of music. Neither
can it be developed by demanding the pupil to study
music that he finds unmusical, music that is too much
above his appreciation. If your plant stands six inches
above ground to-night, it will not hasten its growth to
pull it up and fasten it 12 inches above ground ; it must
take its own time for natural growth ; so with the devel¬
opment of a good taste in our pupils.
Carlyle says:
“Taste, if it mean anything but a paltry-connoisseursiiip, must mean a general susceptibility to truth and
nobleness : a sense to discern, and a heart to love and
reverence all beanty, order, goodness.”

only wastes precious time; and that bright and spirituell

scoldings and mockings in noway, shape, or manner eve
pushed any pupil
perfection.

011

one-half inch in the road toward ar

It must really seen, to the thoughtful that a studio i
the place where the pupil goes to learn
she does not know.

that which

If she already knew it all, wher

would be the necessity of putting herself in the hand
of a teacher at great expense of time and money ?

Ifastnde.it is found lacking in certain things, why no

take her quietly aside and tell her so, and arrange mean
at once for the acquiring of those very things?

If fo

want of a sufficient modicum of gray matter in the head

if by chance in the anxieties in regard to yearly studio

expenses, one or two real idiots do slip into the class¬

room, there are just two things to do ; keep them hanging
on as expense manikins, to help warm and pay studio

rent, or, if the task exceeds patience, send the poo

creatures home or to some other teacher, and replace them

hy some of the scores who are hanging on the outsid
door-knob clamoring for admission.

It is really no

right to keep them there announcingtheir natural malady
from time to time to jeering comrades.

In case certain lacks are found common to a larg

number of the class, and if the teacher loves to talk

better take one hour of one morning each week and

“ A man only understands what is akin to something
already existing in himself,” says Amiel. Here is shown
the necessity of giving snch music as the pupil can find
some pleasure in.

But it does not do to give the pupil

address those minds calmly and judiciously on thos
wants, the necessity of overcoming them, and the bes
and most practical manner of supplying them

Thi

would take but little time from actual throat work

compared with the disturbance and agitations of class¬

room work through scoldings and tears.—Musical Visitor

remainder of the time in trying to find them.
Certainly previous preparation should he made ; hut
how? First, there should Ire a dearly definite object.
Is it to hear, not the music, hut a celebrated artist; to
be amused, to tie fashionable; or to become familiar
with grrut works, thereby broadening the Intelligence
aud refining the tasteA mental reading of each
uuinber is hotter than “playing it over,” and for
those of defective memory a certain small amount of
memomuda Is advisable, provided they are intelligible,
which Is seldom the case. As one sees the general out¬
lines of a painting liefore the details, so should he seen the
music picture. Form, motives, and their development,
rhythm, harmonic structure—with these in the mind's
eye one is enabled lo hear more intelligently.
Suppose the opening number is a suite—MacDowell’s
First will answer.
In referring to the mental photo¬
graph, one sees that the prelude is of a single form, with
a short introduction and coda—that the melody in the
trass voice is built principally on the rhythm

J

J ,

>

should be placed on E.

Exceptions like G D F G i

the right hand and C D E F C in the left hand are to
obvious for comment.

fiat C, where the middle finger on the black key seem

preferable, hut by a little concession the rule as to th

vacant white key between the ring and little fingers ma

he deemed sufficiently in force, because in such case th

ring-finger easily hovers over the white key next abov

the black one, and such key would he properly taken b

the ring-linger were there no flat in the combination.
A very common aud possibly more excusable omissio

of the ring-finger may happen in chords like G B-fla

E-flat G, especially when the extension of the little finge

is so great for small or stiff hands that one seems almos

compelled to place the middle finger on E-flat to avoi
striking both G and F with the little finger.

Thi

difficulty can, however, be outgrown by practice, and

would advise all students, especially in arpeggios like D F

B-flat I), treble clef, G B-flat E-flat G, treble clef, C E-fla

This view

A-flotC, treble clef, F A-flat D-flat F, treble clef, to use th

is most superficial, hut it is a beginning, and the listener
will not lie long in ascertaining that the more accumte

combination and, as soon as possible, strike the chord

with an accompaniment of delicate velocity.

ring finger of the right hand on the third note of each

the acquaintance with the building, the greater the appre¬
ciation.

with the same fingering.

It Is the partof wisdom to place one’s self in the state
of receptivity, to bullish all outside interests, to entirely

D-sharp G sharp B, D F-sharp B D, E G-sliarp C sharp E

ignore one’s surroundings. In short, to have a clear,
sensitive snrfaco for the musical impressions.

plied on the second note of each combination, even though

Frequently during the interpretation of a fine move¬
ment the listener has been brought low by seeing the
concert master eudenvonng to Hick a persevering fly from
his nose, or the man at the drums savagely scratch his
bold hoad ; or possibly the august conductor himself is
afflicted with a refractory collar.

The transitoriness of

human exaltation Is extremely painful to contemplate.
The benefit to the audience would he of inestimable value,
if the performers, in one sense, were “ ont of sight” ;bnt,
as this is not the case, If the listcuer desires to abstract
himself, let him close his eyes, and he will find more
than one kind of harmony in his environment.

There are analogous positions in the left hand, like B

A C-sharp F-sharp A, where the ring-finger is to be ap¬

two vacant white keys occur between the ring and little
fingers, as in the above right hand chords.

The ring-finger is to be mastered, not by violence, no

by long effort at one time, but by frequent practice, and

especially by scrupulous heed of tlie marked fingering o

all good studies and exercises, and by giving attention
to it in all piano work.

Attention to the proper use of the ring finger is of grea
importance, and will repay the care and effort bestowed
npon it.

The ring-finger itself will become more manage¬

able, the extension between it and the little finger wil

soon become more easy, and the little finger will grow
stronger and more pliant.

The weak side of the hand

In all probability, after a certain proportion of the

will lie toned np, and the entire hand given an eqnilib-

numbers have been given, the listener becomes more or
less satiated. At this point the prudent one will fly away

rinm that will increase grace of action and power of exe¬
cution.

if he wishes to Ire at rest, as lie has been notified that
Let him enter his

Without claiming anything new in the presentation o
this subject, I cannot but think that the matter requires

silent room, and "live over that which he lias received,
and in these moments of quiet retrospection, hearing the

a more thorough attention and enforcement than in very
many quarters it seems to receive.

he has absorbed all he can assimilate.

voices speaking to him “of things which in all his end¬
less life he had not found, and shall not find,” filled
with noble aspirations and passionate yearning, for the

HEARING COLORS.

time being dead Ur his own insignificant terrestrial
personality, and becoming one with the living universal
power of good.

Karolus Wahlstedt, of Hamburg, Germany
the following to say in the Oesterrcichisehe Mmik

THE RING-FINGER.

puted fact that many people associate tone with c

BY Il'M. C. WRIGHT.

acute ,n some than in others. For instance, a lac
considerable musical attainment claims to see

1 healerzftlvng, on “Hearing Colors” : “It is an u
As is always the case, this sense of perception is i

IN this article it is not proposed to discuss surgery as
a means of liberating the ring-finger, but rather the need
of more earefnl drudgery to make this clumsy digit highly
useful.

Hardly a point of piano technic is more often

neglected than the thorough education of this little
member. I shall not assert whether this fault is more
attributable to teacher or to pupil, bnt observation shows
it to Ire very common.
There were authors, like Bertini and Hcrz, whose early
writings set the example, in chords and arpeggios, of using

orange whenever she hears music.

Lombroso has

en at length upon color in music, but with all his i,
tigation did not come to any definite conclusion as t.
Skw,
, 2 ma>or, E major,
F major,
,, * ’ major,
A major,
“ B major,

My°WD Nation., are somewhi
m>l>tary blue.
pure white.
light brown.
meadow green
scarlet.
light blue.

“B
L)
“E
„*
A

flat major, orange
fiat major, deep 1
flat major, violet.
sliarP major, old ;
flat major, dark b

cause of the bitterness of the doubt touching his capacity.
The most fortunate composers are those who know how
to surround themselves with funatical and, therefore,
proselytizing followers.”

the same opinion, adding that it is perfectly natural th

a soloist who has to learn a difficult piece should fina

play it easily from memory, which looks better th
playing from the music. Professor Lange, of Stuttga
is brief and to the point.

THE following amusing nnecdote, told by an Knglish
paper, might fit some people on this side of the pond :
A certain musical composer of much talent and popu¬
larity—we will cull him -Sinithkins—has a lmppy appre¬
ciation of his own work, us his friends all know. So
highly does he estimate Smithkin's compositions that
some of his friends were much startled the other day
when he snid gravely :
" Did you uver notice that the names of all the great
com|Kisers begin with M ?”
" M !” ejaculated his astonished audience.
"Yes, M,” said the composer. “Mozart, Mendels¬
sohn, Meyerbeer, Moszkowski—and Me ! ”

The great thing, he says,

effect, is to excel, no matter by what means ; if an ar
needs the music, let him have it; it not, let him lea
it at home.

Professor Biilime, of Dresden, again, loo

upon memory playing as a mere fad ; while Rlieinb
ger expresses the utmost contempt for the "so-call

virtuosi of the music desk,” and hopes that the cust
may soon be out of fashion.

ALLOW playing from memory by your pupils by

means, if they can do so correctly—even encourage
memorizing of well-learnt pieces. A good memory i

gift to be highly estimated, but a poor one does not in
cate inferior musical talent. As in everything, pract
can strengthen a weak memory.

An old manuscript of songs, which has lain hidden in
the university at Jena for three hundred years, has just
been multiplied by means of photography, and two
editions published by the editor, Strobe), in Jeua. The
German Kinjicror and many princes were among the
subscribers; and what copies are still available can be
had at 200 marks for the unlMiund copies and
260 for those hound in nucient style. The manuscript
was written in splendid style on 266 folio pages, and
contains, says the Vossiche Zeituny, a rich collection of
Miunesiinger songs, with their melodies, nud is one of

There are persons w

have a “ photographic memory ” ; they have an image
the printed music in their minds.

Then there are th

who have a "finger memory” ; they play over a pi
so many times until their fingers will make the necess
movements in their successive order.

Others have

“ tone memory ” ; they can remember just what to
follows the other.

The liest (which includes all

alrove classes) is the analytic and synthetic memory.

is developed by the only rational means of slow a

careful practice, and is assisted by the knowledge

harmony, melody, rhythm, modulation, and musi

the most important sources for the study of the music of
the middle ages.
The manuscript was made in the

form.

fourteenth century.

been thought about and mastered, down to the minut
particle.

*

•

*

•

*

Biilow was the greatest master of this kind

memorizing—his playing showed that every detail h

»

Half the pianos of this country catch winter colds
exactly as we do. They get hoarse, or have a cough, or
a stiff note, or some similar compluiut which cannot be
cured by home remedies, hut which requires tedious and

*

#

*

*

Tiie Chinese make music a serious business. Here
a “ direction ” for playing the “kin,” which would

be at all out ot the way it taken to heart by musici

expensive doctoring. In order to prevent these avoidable
ailments a piano should lie kept in a moderately warm

sounds capable of charming should have a grave coun

room, where the temperature is even, say 60 or 70 de¬
grees, the year round—not cold one day and hot the next.

nance and a well-regulated mind ; they should pluck
strings lightly, and neither too high nor too low. A

The instrument should not, however, be too near the
source of heat. It should be kept closed and covered
with a felt cloth when not in use, jiarticnlarly in frosty
weather.
Always place the piano against an inside
wall, and a little out from it.

It was the linen cuff, and the quick thought of the
woman who wore it, says the London Mail, that gave us
one of the prettiest of the tunefnl Strauss waltzes. Jo¬
hann Strauss and his wife were one day enjoying a stroll
in the park at Sclmnnu, when suddenly the composer
exclaimed :

they who wish to play the che should have mortified t

passions, and the love of virtue be graven in their hear

unless they are sncli, they will draw only sterile soun
which will produce no fruit.”

“ PURPOSE without power is mere weakness and
ception,’ says Saadi, "and power without purpose
mere fatuity. ’

lie sure that you have talent for mus

and being in no doubt alxmt it, spare no effort to atta
to the highest pinnacle of musicianship.

" My dear, I have a waltz in my head.

Quick ! give me a scrap of paper or an old envelope. I
must write it down before I forget it.” Alas ! alter
much rummaging of pockets it was fonnd that they had
not a letter about them—not even a tradesman's bill.
Strauss’s mnsic is considered light, but it weighed as
heavy as lead on his brain until he conld transfer it to
paper.

of other nations : “ They who wish to draw from the k

His despair was pathetic.

thought struck Frau Stranss.
cuff.

At last a happy

She held out a snowy

The comi»oser clutched it eagerly, and in two minutes
that cuff was manuscript.

Its mate followed ; still the

inspiration was incomplete. Strauss was frantic, and
was about to make a wild dash for home, with the third

1 he Italian tenor Marconi once made a visit toRube

stein, during which the latter’s little son came trippi

eagerly into the music-room and said, “ This is my tes
papa, and I want a present.”
what shall it be ? ”

"Very well, my s

“A waltz, papa—a new waltz,

tor myself, and now.”

“What an impatient little s

it is! ” exclaimed the great musician ; “but of course y
shall have yonr gift. Here it is-listen ! And for you

turning to the distinguished tenor, “ I will play m
‘Nero.’”

“ It seems almost incredible,” says Marco

but then and there I witnessed and heard a most

markable phenomenon-the maestro improvised a
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Intermezzo. Meno mosso.
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Poco Allegretto.
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throw him into a paroxysm of agony.

“ I simply cannot

listen to it; my temptation is to fly from the room,”
says he. This is the Leschetizky that storms and rages,
scolds ami shouts, sends or throws his pupils out of the
room, and their book* ufter them. It is the same Lcschctizky who tells one that he play* like an engineer ;
another like a butcher : another that she will make a
good Itaus/rau, can cook, sweep, and dust; and another
that her playing (so out of time) makes him seasick ! It
is the same who waved a crestfallen Polish artist out of
the room with the wools, "You have no tone;” and
who, when n would ho pupil came to him and said he
could speak only "a little bit of French or German,"
without further form or ceremony left the pupil, went to
his wife, and said, " Please send him away ; he cannot
talk with me." It is told of this Lcschetizky, too, that
when young II-was playing witli the Hellinesberger

in this distinctively beautiful art of piano playing.

I

let him take a simple “Song without Words” fro
Mendelssohn, and attempt to play it before one

Leachetizky’s artist Vorberdter, he will be surprised
being stopped at the end of the first or second measu

After a critical examination he will discover that he h
been able to play scarcely a single note according to t
demands of this exacting method.

Before this initiati

into melody with chords and chord accompaniment a

pedal mysteries is complete he will find that he lias ne

even dreamed how to carry a melody upon a piano as

ought and can he done.
lcschetizky ouce said to me: “I have no metho

nothing which can be wound up and ground ont lik

hand-organ, if that is what yon understand by metho

something which can be applied to all sorts and co
ditions of men.

Anybody who professes to do that i

humbug, and there is no humbug about me.

No ; m

quartet, and by a Blight error in the time threw t he whole
quartet out, he flew into a fit of—wlmt? agony, or rage,
or both ? and almost flung the really talented yonng
man from the stool. The performance did not go on, it
is almost needless to say ; and young II-left Vienna
in a sadder, but prolmbly more rhythmical, state of

resources.”
The secrets of Leschetizky’s great success are

mind.
lint, as I have already said, there is another Is-schetizky,—that kind,' hospitable, and charming enter¬

assiduity, his labors to draw the best out of them,
keen perceptions of their needs, and his ability to devel

tainer, the great maestro and musician “at home;”
Lcschetizky, the friend of Hubinstein ami of nearly
every great artist of bis day, once the husband of the
renowned Essipoff, and the maker of that astounding

' method,’ if such you call it, is to study the needs a

peculiarities of each particular hand and individualit
to supply the needs of each, and develop their natu

power of electrifying and

their gifts.

inspiring liis

pupils, h

I have so often watched him as he mov

among his pupils. “ Routine, routine ! ” he will s
to one; “that is what yon need.” “You have it
yon,” he will say to another ; “ I know you have.

W

phenomenon, Paderewski. This Lcschetizky lives at his
home in the Wiihring Cottage district of Vienna, the
honored of all musicians and students of the present

must try to bring it ont! ” “ That was all very fine
executed, with finish and elegance, but temperament

time.

A well-known composer in Vienna tells a story

His home is n rendezvous of great artists, music-

wauting ; that we must try to cultivate,” and so o

lovers, and the intellectually gifted as well ; for lie ad¬

Leschetizky that illustrates this ability of his to devel

mires and

musical capacities.

deeply respects the writer and litterateur.

Quite the opposite of the music-teaehcr of that name, lie
is genial, charming, fascinating, and lovable in his bear¬
ing and conversation. There is not a kinder or better
man living than this Lcschetizky when he is not “on
duty ” and his musically righteous sonl vexed with the

He once made a wager that

would teach his servant, a mail almost without music
perceptions, to play a Chopin nocturne with taste a
correctness ; and he succeeded.

Leschetizky must now be approaching the seventi
and his years are certainly numbered. When he pass

crudities, the failings, nnd blunders, of bis delinquent
pupils. Another of his most pleasing qualities is his

away, I doubt if there will lie another found to take h

keen sense of the humorous, united with a warm sym

sake of music and art it might be wished that the s

pathy for human nature in all its forms. This will
prevent him from ever liecoming rabid, sour, morose, or

on the dial might be turned backward !—From an artic

distorted in his relations with his fellows.

place ; not at least in this day and generation.

For t

by Emmeline Potter Frisskl, in The Looker-On.

One of the

occasions on which these qualities are displayed at their
best is at his fortnightly recitals, or “class” as it has
become known here.

KEEP YOUR TEMPER.

As Leschetizky is a great pedant in the matter of
fingering, he is most exacting nnd assertive in declaring
that only such fingers can produce certain desired effects.

One of the most important qualifications for a teach
of music, either vocal or instrumental, is to preserve

I remember once how he started np in the middle of a

I was a boy, it was quite the fashion for teachers to ho

composition that was being played by a young American
lady, and cried, “Your thumb ! your thumb ! If I had

struck a wrong note on the piano, to give his hand a ra

three thumbs, I would put all three of them on that
note.”
No easier is the pedal technic as taught by Leschetizky.
There are pupils from all parts of Europe, even those
from the famous Vienna Conservatory, who confess they
have learned something of pedal technic, for the first
time in their lives, from Leschetizky and his Vorberdter.
“Syncopate the pedal,” and “Syncopate the ground
tone,” is a perfect shibboleth to many ; but it is this
skilful and dexterous “syncopation ” that reveals many
tonal effects which, without it, would sound empty and
lack klang. Those who intelligently listened and watched
Paderewski, know how ranch he effected by his carefully
manipulated pedal technic ; and it should never be lor-

quiet and cheerful temper while giving lessons.

Wh

a lead pencil or ruler in their hands, and, when a pup
The only thing exemplified by such a system was

make the pupil nervous, and to give the teacher an oppo

tunity to vent his irritation in a rude and impertine
manner.

Pupils should be encouraged, and every method tak

to give them confidence and pleasure in their wor

When I was a teacher, I always felt greatsympathy fo

pupil, knowing “how it was myself” when / was taki
lessons.

One of my principal teachers, many years ag

was Dr. William Mason, and I remember with wh

delight I anticipated my lessons. Dr. Mason, thou
very strict and thorongh, had a way of encouraging m

efforts, and a manner of illustrating the points he wish
to develou in my execution, that produced the best

the result without question. But there is also great
need of careful drill in teaching the pupil to recognize
note and rest values Ity ear. As THK ETUDE has re¬
cently pointed out, rhythm is coming more and more to
the front as the “ vehicle of expression.’’ Careful ex¬
periment, extensively conducted has demonstrated that
t hose players who fail to interest the bearer are invariably
nnstondy and uncertain in the time values and rhythm
of what they play. While touch or tone quality is a
great factor in enjoyable playing, time values and
rhythm are fully ns indispensable. A good teacher can
revise the touch of his pnpils so that it is at least no
longer harsh ; but when this is done, and the pupil plays
in unsteady time, with uncertain und erratic accent and
with a disregard of time and rhythmic accuracy in
general details, there is
no music ” in what such a
pupil pluys. Pnpils greatly need thorough drill of the
ear in time values, accenting, and rhythms. This work

truly from the heart to the heart than the great melod
Schubert? But a hundredth part of the interest n

shown in his music would have made him a happy m
if it had been bestowed upon him while he was stru

gling for money enough to get but a crust and more m
sic |>apcr. This suggests that we may be doing as badly
not recognizing more fully the American composers
our own times.

The writer is one who puts himself

any necessary trouble to get all that is best by our o
composers, and oses it largely in his teaching. T
Etude lends a hand in making known the Americ
composer whenever it can. It hereby asks for lists of

best music by American composers of the higher or
that teachers are using with success, that it may
given a wider acquaintance and use.

A half truth is often as misleading as is a falseho
We are so made that we can only teach that which

cim be easily done in classes.
*

personally know and have actually experienced. B
when a poorly prepared person is trying to teach mu

•

he is in danger of making as sweeping statements ab
music as did the little hereof a popular story when

But there is a more difficult ear training that is indis¬
pensable to tine and really expressive playing. “ No two
adjacent notes should lie given out with the same power,”

said : “ Nothin is better as bread with 'lasses atop of i

the books tell us, und this is certainly true. But how to
regulate the variations of power is the question for the

co’s, he would not have given it as his opinion that bre

If this boy had been a regular table-hoarder at Delmo

and molasses was the most delicious eatable. About h
many so-called teachers are now giving unmitigated tra

teacher to ever keep before all of his medium and advanced
pupils. A knowledge of harmony isa great helpin this.
Leading notes, the dominant seventh, and many chro¬

as “the best music? ” And how many of them are le

matics, all discords and transition

ing unsuspecting pnpils into

chords and notes,

no

end of

falsiti

Hence, we urge our teachers and readers to make

receive accent. In a run there are, of course, the rhythmic
accents, and if it is a chromatic or variable run, there
arc more or less of tones that need a fuller or more
melodic lone quality. Here is where careful ear train¬
ing is demanded, and this is a fruitful subject for the

most of the grand opportunity that The Etude is n
famishing them in the course of reading under the e
cient direction of Mr. Tapper. The books are each

teacher to investigate ; one wherein he can prove his taste

purposes under consideration, the making of a fully

and musicianship.

formed and broad-minded musician.
»
*

•
*

*

“ A good book is the precious life-blood of a master
spirit, embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life
beyond life,” says Milton. Every one knows that some
teachers become eminent as teachers, while others who
may be equally learned are never known as good teach¬
ers. There are gifted teachers who can take a pupil as
far as they have l>ecn themselves, and even guide them
on from their own high standpoint as an ontlook, point¬
ing out the distant way accurately and helpfully to their
pupils.
On the other hand, there are thousands of
teachers that cannot teach all
know.

that they themselves

While this nil is more or less an inherent gift, or

its lack, still modern pedagogy and psychology teaches
how to teach. The Etude is tryiug to lend a hand here
to the thousands of teachers who are on its subscription
lists.

best of their kind in the whole musical world for

It is often that through one’s own teaching experi¬

ence there comes a thought that hardlycrystallizesintoa
real thought; but the reading of one of the best modern
books on the science of teaching will enable him to bring
his unformed thoughts iuto a teachable form. “ A pump
may be connected with a very deep well of good water,
and yet need a pitcher of water to be bronght from
another source to be poured in at the top before it can
work.” So with the mind sometimes.
good book helps it into running order.

The reading of a
Two things have

been especially in mind while making the choice of these

It is a pleasure to observe what an increasing amo

of attention periodical literature is giving to music. T
popular and standard magazines are competing with o
another in their articles about onr art.

The daily a

weekly papers are giving more and more space to musi
affairs, and even some college professors brag about

“ knowing one tune from another” less than former

Business men now have to acknowledge that musici

are proving themselves to he sufficiently business-like
their affairs to keep even with the world, and at le

tolerate the musician where bnt a few years ago they ope

showed contempt. Some of the theological seminar
now have vocal music taught to the students who

preparing to “regulate” the music of onr churches. B
why so many ministers should know theology and

music, and still think themselves fitted for their prof

sion is past finding out. School trustees are seeing
value of \ oeal music as a study for the preparation of bo

and girls for the duties of nsefnl and happy citizensh

In some communities it has even come to pass that
musician who behaves himself as well as other men
considered a “ fellow-citizen.”

*****

Fkoji constantly seeing musical articles in their ho

papers and magazines the people are led to think more a

hooks : “ Do not let a good thing crowd ont the best,”

learn more about music.

and “ Take the best when it is offered.”

music is to love it. M hen an interest in music is arous

Any teacher

who will live np to all that is implied in these two short
quotations will become all that his ambition desires, and
more than iiis friends expect.

Doubtless, these works

will bring to mind questions that the reader will want

Like any good thing, to kn

it will he easy for teachers to induce their patrons to su
scribe for a music magazine, and especially so when

magazine has a large amount of useable music each iss
They ran see a saving of sheet music hills in the id

that ia the ahorteat way. Some who would play the
piano nro unwilling to learn the relative values of the
notes and rests. They think it too abstruse a study, liko
mathematics, and feel that they can guess near enough,

That is often mentioned, as if in the last two y

the pianos had changed iu their construction, or, in o
words, as if a so far unknown mechanical law was
covered.

The touch may lie taught in all known w

or that it is not necessary to he so very strict about the
time, if one only gets the notes right. They, too, think
this is the shortest way. Those who would learn the

very little good if the law of the construction of
piano, especially the mechanical action of the key and

banjo P-sort to other makeshifts rather than learn notes

effect upon the string are not known.

nod time.
.
The shortest way is to begin at the beginning.

have to be trite, thoroughly known, before being taug
every thing explained, and then it will be found that

Tho

study of first principles is the moat logical and really
the easiest and shortest way to learn anything. There
is au idea very prevalent among many would-be singers
and players, that it is an extremely difficult task to learn
to read notes and understand time, and so this duty is
shirked. Any one with common intelligence could he
master of the whole thing in a week if he were to set
himself to the task ; but indolence, or the supposed
difficulty of the same, keeps them blundering along year
after year, and the result is they arc hindered iu their
progress and their teacher’s patience tried to the utmost.
AVlio would think ol learning to read by learning only
the letters that spell certain words? And yet that is what

...

they do who will not learn notes and time.
*

up to the very latest.

new methods of touch are not so new after all.

Not every writer will, and cannot be properly interpre

for the simple reason that temperament of the wr

is not consonant with the taste or the liking of the p
former. Do not we as teachers know, or ought we

to study, the fitness of our pupil for certain writers

whose interpretation our performers would succeed be

than with other writers?
Not every one has a taste (resp. liking) for Chop

von Weber, Mendelssohn, Henselt, Rubinstein, or Sc

mann.
He might succeed much better with ot
writers. Not every teacher will have all the experie

he wishes to have, for the simple reason, experienc
what, and the reason why.
The huuger for a novelty is easily appeased by

It is interesting to discover why the cluasicsure inspir¬
ing and helpful, and why non-classics are unsatisfying
and harmful. Conceiving as we should one who is truly

average ignoramus; he is generally willing to pay
the same, and it costs him all he gets.

side, works—s]>ecimens of his craft.
ideal which draws him on.

When a work has been

wrought out of ai|iicst for the ideal, by one who pursues
it with (lower ami great faith, it must be classic in its
character.
Now, what has been conceived and executed through
faith in that which is highest iu the inner life will always
breathe forth the atmosphere of that condition. The aroma
of its true inspiration will lie forever about it. From
the nature of things a composer cannot tell us all tliat
he has put into his work ; but his work being the result of
a quest for the ideal admits us to a pursuance of the ideal. In
this there lies its true value.

This is the uufathomahle

character of the classics, and contact witli the ideal
raises it within us.
*

•
*

*

Musical Missionaries.

These works are

the evidences he gives to the world of the nature of the

*

BY FRANK L. EYER.

The very fact that there are localities in this co
try where nothing in a musical way is to be heard

the worst trivialities imaginable, should make compos

of this sort of trash think twice before they force it up
the public.

Think of young and innocent children gro

ing np in sneb a musical atmosphere, to whom an

written song or a crude two-step is music! Is it a
wonder that taste for pure music advances so slow
We think not.

There are students of theology whose highest ambit
is to be missionaries, to spread the truth among the
enlightened and heathen nations of the earth.
Not many we fear.

We would like to be bright a

shining lights in the highest cultured musical circ

will but do it.

BY CARL W. GRIMM.

Hotv often is not this question put by young and
It is true that we do not learn

music in order to play studies, but we practice studies
in order to become proficient performers.
Studies
(6tudes) are pieces written to afford practice to the

Go to these dark and barren musi

wastes and “waste your sweetness on the desert ai
It may seem a hardship to you, but yon will he doin

work of incalculable good in the cause of art; a w

that future generations will appreciate and for wh
they will give yon credit.

student in overcoming technical difficulties.
Some
think they can gain proficiency by merely practicing
pieces the difficulties are

In order to master one grade yon would

have to practice a great many pieces of that grade.

Are th

people with like ambitions in the musical professio

most of us, and because we cannot we are desponde
To such we would say that there is a work to do if y

“ What’s the Use of Studies?”

pieces ; but remember, iu

Not ev

pateher can make whole boots.

a master, we find that he has, in every day of his life,
pursued the ideal with enthusiastic eagerness. Anil the
ideal which he pursues allows him to let fall hy the way-

scattered.

Pi

actions do not change quite as much. The touch is
considerable degree dependent on the temperame

generally dependent on time, certainly on knowing h

Classics.

thoughtless pupils!

New meth

*

UY THOMAS TAPPER.

*

If only done empirically it wil

How

*

*

*

*

*

Regulate the Tension.
BY MARIE MERRICK.

mneh faster the progre-s will be to learn thoroughly a

A.\ emineut composer, teacher, and pianist, asser
recently that when at the piano one should always he

set of etudes and then be enabled to enjoy the innsic

a state oi tension.

pieees belonging to that grade.

Severe experience has tanglit me that playing or pract

Learn and enjoy music

This seems to me to be a mista

pieces as works of art, and do not make exercises ont of

ing trader continuous tension is one of the most serio

them.

evils with which we have to contend.

The greatest virtuosi of ail times have written

exercises.

If they coaid have dispensed with them they

certainly would have been the first ones to tell us so.

What we need

regulation of tension to meet the requirements of

work in hand ; even as the tension of a sewing mach

ami it* family.
In tin* imiMM group of iiiMtrumcnt* wo are another doKree removed from the original instrument, the voice.
We find hut one of the triad of requirements, while the
oilier two must be furnished by the performer. 'Ilie
motor is his breath, the vibrator his lips, while the instru¬
ment itself is only the resonator. In the wood family,
comprising the oboe, clarionet, etc., we And again that
tlie vibrator and resonator exist in the instruments,
while only the motor is supplied by the performer.
We have not far to seek for the causes which have led
to the development of so diveise an array of individuali¬
ties in tone. Man’s love of variety baa prompted him to
seize ii |M>n every means to perfect the different characteristics of tone which accident or experiment has suggested
to him. The science of acoustic* and musical art have
been employed in combination to entice from metal,
wood, stone, and even the skins of animals, a rich variety
of tone, which, when placed in harmonious combination
to one another in the orchestra, afford the most refined
pleasure. We naturally question as to the position the

ositv There is no voice even which challenges u
miration of all groups of vocal admirera. There

hardly been singers who, even in their suhl.mest

ments, were so great as to dissipate the clearly de

lines of preference in tbe profession.
Are these inconsistencies real or only fancied !
prejudice, envy, or competition that makes agree

upon a vocal standard seem so remote a possibility
The vocal feature in The Etude is a new depar

The department editor wishes particularly to im

upon the vocal profession the fact that these column

open to discussions of important questions relati

the vocal art, and it is with the idea of arousing fre

cussion on this important question that he takes th

tiative in presenting the snbject as above, and to i

definiteness the following questions are submitted
1. Is a Congress of the vocal profession desirabl

Congress ?
3. Outline topics in the order of their importanc
Make your answers brief and to the point, and

singing instrument occupies in the tone family. Who
can deny that its precedence is ns clearly sustained on
the ground of its superlative charm, as upon that of its
antiquity ? Is anything more satisfying than the sound
of a beautiful voice? Can any instrument compare witli

them to H. W. Greene, No. 19 East Fourteenth S

it for variety, quality, or elasticity ?

contributor desires, however, the articles may a

Is any effect more

New York City.
Tlie articles should be signed with the full na
the writer.

Their publication will be subject to t

proval of the editorial staff of The Etude.

t ruly sublime than that produced by a large number of
voices, acting in concert under a wise discipline?
ilow rich a gilt, then, is that of a voice! How mar¬
velous its possibilities in growth and development I
How direct in its influence ! How adaptive to every
mood and need of man ! How sure as an index of tem¬
perament ! How jealous of care and rebellions when

under a notn de plume, or without signature.

abused ! Surely, he who sings, and sings in a spirit of
consecration to his art, is entitled to the place he holds

to so treat the individual voice that its individ

shall not lie sacrificed but enriched and intensified

in the affections of the people. It is by an undisputed
right that he takes possession, for a time, of the most

physical and mental vitality—the strong again

Vocal Truisms.

All truly great tones are characteristic, not o
teacher but of the pnpil.

It is the office of tlie t

The obstinate battle in voice development is be

secret chambers of the soul ; and how much greater the
satisfaction in listening to a voice, when one is con¬

weak.

scious that ho who possesses the key to our Holy of
Holies is worthy of our silent homage. When he enters,

great majority of voices.

it is with reverence; when he lias gone, he has left a
pleasant memory, which links ns not only to the singer,

fulness of a tone that is based on physical vitalit

but to the spirit speaking through him, of the sublimity
of art; of the gr.u-iousness of God who made art the

exceeds the other in stress, control, beauty of colo

blessed medium through which we can catch
glimpses of His love and tenderness.

only with the singer.
unhappy existence.

»

•

*

•

real

The temptation to employ the one and f

destroy the other is overpowering, and yielded to
Tlie teacher of singing

true to himself and his art, will never concede th

hold his pupil to the unmuscular tone, that in t
ticity, and penetration.

Sncb a tone, once gaine

The other has but a bri

To gain the true vocal vitality one mnstdevote y

*

unremitting and intelligent study. Every muscle

The Vocal Congress.
Will there ever be a Vocal Congress, a Congress of

Vocal Teachers and Students? The writer has repeat¬
edly observed the humorous effect of such a proposition,

to or identified with the tone function, must, by

thousand repetitions of appropriate exercises, he b
to a condition of great strength and resistance
equal delicacy and elasticity.

All muscles unide

but he nevertheless believes such a convention would lie
not only feasible, hut immeasurably helpful to the cause.

with tlie tone function most be rigorously exclude

Judging from the trend of modern newspaper contro¬

necessary in the early practice that the extrinsic m

versy, the most reasonable precaution that could be made

may lose their power to interfere with, or their i
tion to assist in, the production of a tone.

in such an event would be a well-controlled ambulance
corps, or a preparatory emergency drill, on the part of
all who participate in the Congress.

Fortunately, how¬

participation in tlie practice.

Such discrimina

“ Method” is the general term given to a va
special features connected with voice development.

ever, these vituperions pen-and-ink shafts not only do

features are identified by the prefix to the word m

not draw blood, but, as far as our observation goes, they

When a teacher departs from the traditions of h

even fail to breed bail blood.

temporaries or his instructors, or is exceptionally

Such displays, however,

cannot fail of arousing in the thoughtful mind serious

ful, he is said to have formulated a method, w

question as to why it is that the vocal profession has no

frequently designated by prefixing his own name

standard of excellence, no one point upon which all are
agreed. To be sure, art in the abstract knows no law,

we hear of the I.amperti method or the Bassini m

tint well-defined systems and fundamental principles, we

upon what is desirable as a quality and the mean

all realize, are grouped about every profession but the

taining it, the method is designated hy the co

vocal.

location. Thns we hear of the Italian or German

When many teachers in a certain locality seem t

4 The following la a Hat of some of the most prominent living
violinists: Joachim, Ilallr, Walther, Harasate, Hauret. Thomson,
Yaaye. Aa to aaylng which of these la beat, however, would be
merely a matter of opinion.
A. The aame might be said of contralto singers. Sanderson,
BcbArnack, Nieaten, Standigl, Joachim might be mentioned aa being
prominent before the public.
A. H. M.—t. The r.llosln, I. a Il.t of itudiee for Hie development
of the trill, irrtoffd pro*re«ilreljr. Krauai, op. 2; Gurlllt, op.
f 42; lieu in (elder, op 211; Loeachborn, op, IDS; Cramer, bk. I, No.
II; bk. II, No. 21; Curoy, op. 740, Noe. 22, 81, IS; dementi, liradoe, Noe. 22, 32,38; Chopin, op. 28, No. #.
2. For oemre playing uae Kullak or Muon, Kfibler or Daring
octave atodlea. All are gocd.
3. Germer’a “ Practices* Uotcrlchtc.ioflV' la a good work lo uae
for tight reading.
W. B. A.—The belter claae of organleta do not play the lower oc¬
tave of pedele In hymn tiinra, beceoee It brlngetbe ban tonea too far
from those of the manuala for blending, and, too. tbe ear aoou tirea
of tbe loweat tonea of an organ.
G. U. W.—Interludca are not uecd now ae much aa formerly. They
break the aentlment and disconnect the cflbct of both the words and
the tone. There ie no need of them. No, do not use the Id feet
tones of the pedal to accompanying a solo or quartette, except
rarely In bringing out a brilliant climax. The low pedal tones cover
solo volcee ao that It Is difficult to hesr them. Walt at tbe end of
your hymn tunes, when the congregation la singing, the length of
one measure only, or the rhythm will be loet sod this will make
them sing slower end slower.
It. II. D.—Your choir wilt enunciate clearly if you will pay atten¬
tion to sustaining the longer tonea on a clear vowel sound uncolored
with the adjacent consonants, and If yon will Impress them with the
sense and lull meaning of tbe words, provided the singers want to
have the congrrgation understand the words. When singers have a
message losing, and give it out with a desire to help their congrega¬
tion to a belter life, they will enunciate clearly. Consonants must
be crisp, and the singers must think more of the sense of the wools
than of the effect of the music as such,
T I. G.—The occasional “startling loudness of the bass ” isdue to
your having out the sub-bass stop of yonr read organ and then play¬
ing the bast Just as written. When this stop la out you should trans¬
pose your base to within the octave of sub-bass reeds. This will re¬
quire your left band to play most of the barn an octave lower than
It la written, and that your right band shall play three parts. Yon
may need logive this atop special practice.
I,. A. W.-Try Chamtnade's “Scarf Dance," and her ••Flatterer.”
Also •'Confession,'’ by Schlllt; “Chaconne," by Durand; “Idllio,”
by Lack; “Polish Dance," by Scbarwenka; “Polka Boheme,” by
Rubinstein; “Melody,” by Hewitt; “Serensta in D," by Mosxkowskl; "Album Leaves," Schumann, and “Polonaise in D,” by Schu¬
mann These pieces will be sure to please and are about what you
ask for.
For vocal music studies try Concone’s “Fifty Lessons" for her.
The fragment of Bath represents one of the three parts as being
played while the two other parts are represented by rests. Part
music gives rests for each part that happens to bo silent.
M. K. J.—Send to some leadlDg conservatory for their list of
studies as used for their conrsea in graduation. In them you will
#nd studies graded and classified as considered best by that conserratory.

Ipubltsbcr’s TRotcs.

CORRECTION.—We desire to make the followin

rection in Edward Baxter Perry’s article in the M

issue on “ The Art of Programme Making.” “ B
ven’s Sonata, op. 3,” should read op. Ill, and “
mann's Sonata, op. 2,” should be op. 11.
*
*

*
*

*

Just now the children are receiving a great deal

attention. We would call attention to W. W. Gilc
"Songs for the Children,” recently issued by us

daintier work has ever been published than this c
tion of 27 songs.

They are all of them regular m

gems, and iu every household where there is m
love in the least, these songs should find a place.

the children learn to sing about “Old Mother Hubb

and “ The three little kittens who lost their mitt
as well as recite the old bnt popular rhymes we
us have known from childhood’s days. Price $1.00

ThE Etude’s new department of vocal culture is

ing much favorable attention. Like all of the artic

this magazine, those on vocal subjects are directly
tical and helpful; they furnish working materia

helps to the voice teacher and to pupils of singing
will be noticed that The Etude is enlarged and

more space than ever to the piano, as well as the
tional vocal pages.

The music pages are increas

tweuty, four pages of them being vocal pieces. We
also touch upon choir work and organ playing, not,

ever, giving special departments to these subjects at

ent. But questions regarding such work will be answ
in the Question and Answer Department.

The

and the exceptionally fine piano selections that w

now giving in The Etude make the magazine still

desirable for pupils and for home use, therefore tea
are more generally getting their pupils to subscribe
is the universal testimony that pupils who read

Etude are the most earnest in their work, study lo

and go further in music, and are much more inter
and interesting.

Many teachers charge The Etu

their regular music bills, and then give lessons fro
music pages.
for clubs.

Special and extraordinarily liberal

"E have ln tlle engraver’s hands a new work by
Charles W. Landon. Like all of his books, it is d
edly original and aims at an actual want It is fo
development of the wrist or hand touch.

It con

no octaves, bnt gives every possible combination of w
and black keys in short chords and single notes

author has been over ten years in collecting suitable

terial and m making a special study of the inheren
Tapper’s “Music Talks with

Children,” which is
now on tiie market, is truly a work of art, both inside

touch.

and out.

composers, and all of the studies are tuneful and i

The reading matter appeals to the very best

there is in its, whether we be children or grown people.
Progressive teachers cannot afford to be without this
book. By loaning it out to pupils, or by reading aloud
now and then a chapter from it, the best of results must
ensue with the little folks.
where.

See advertisement else¬

ficulties and defects of pupils in the acquisition of

The selections are all by standard and po

esting of themselves. It has been seen in manuscri
a director of a music school, and he has ordered 50 c
of it in advance

We will take advance orders for

a greatly reduced price, 25 cents, postpaid, cash ac
panying the order.

Our regular customers can ha

charged on their bills, hut the postage will be cha
extra in this case.

W E would ask our readers—all of whom are interested
in good musical literature—to read carefully our ad¬
vertisement of Wagner’s and Liszt’s “Letters,”—three
volumes of the letters of these two of the greatest
musicians of the nineteenth century.

To those who are

We have for sale the “Multum in parvo” Bin
gummed strips for keeping the loose pages of mm
any other kind of hook, iu place. There have
numerous different inventions of this kind put o

Vot.. II. From Rome to the End.

borne.

Crown 8 vo.

•<LOO;

Fubllaher'H

Our Price 82.10, aa*
40 OaitN A (I <111 tonal.

Thl* work contain* over MO mo*t Inf** rating letter* a*l<lrr«wl by
U*r.t to well known jwraon* In Hoclety, Literature, ami Art. Both the
pmoitul and artl*tlc *Ule« of thl* great and charming arllst’* life are
revealed hero In a moat In I or rating manner. Through thewe fiuwl listing
letter* ran bo traced the «tory of hi* artistic career— hi* early ambition*,
the development of hi* mutlcol idea*, the origin and course of the cunpudtlon "f hi* work*. I>1* varlou* euter|»rl*e*. hi* btiaiocM dealing*, and
the detail« of the publication of his work*, hi* frlonduhip* and ajMociatlon* with fellow-artlata and uotod men and women outside hi* profesalon, III* Impreealon* of people and thing*, and hie frank, unreserved
opinion* of celebrated containporariea and their work*. On every page
am apparent lil* ever youthful enthiHiaam. arid the stern, unwavering
faith In hi* art that iro|>arted It* spirit to all that cam* lu contact with
him.
Not since the publication of the famous Ll»it-Wagner comwpondence
ha* any similar work appeared of *ueh importance a* this
The reader*
of that work will especially welcome throe additional letter* a* affording
a more Intimate acquaintance with the manter'ff fascinating personality,
but they will al«o appeal strongly to all lover* of musical genius.

Publisher’s Price 8.1.50;

linr Price $1.80,

Poslnice 20 Cents Additional.

A ny book that will throw additional light on the genius of a ma
Wagner l* sure of an appreciative welcome, and this is pre-emin
a book
Kor Wagner'* letter* to hi* Dresden friend* begin
I
most important period of his career and extend over the year* in
hi* creative activity was greatest. The first letter I* dated Aug
1849. Tho composer-poet wo* then an exile from Germany, for
J fly from Dresden on account of hi* political opinion*. Hi* min
filled with the subject* and the music of the great lyric drama* th
wa* to write—“ {Siegfried,” “ Hie WalkUre " and “ Die Meistereiu
j “Tristan and Isolde” and “ Pandfal.” The references to the pro
of hi* work are numerous, and they are an intimate revelation o
spirit that animated him and of the Inner meaning of much
moHt celebrated music. Hi* personal affairs of course form the b
of the letters—hi* plans for the production of his operas, and the
of other matters that an intimate acquaintance justified him in w
about fully and frankly. The man’* character stands perfectly
trayed for us in these letters.
Hitch

SPECIAL OFFER .

By special arrangcrncnlg, which we have made with the publishers, we have
-ale of an edition of these most valuable works. The three volumes are elegantly bound in cloth, gilt edges,
pages to each. \V e will send these three hooks to any one having a good open account with us for §1.50, p
paid; those who have no account with us will please send cash with order. The great advantage will readil
seen, -for $3.00 and postage 00 cents we send you these works, the market value of which is §0.
They are not returnable. Can you afford to miss this exceptional opportunity?

Address

THEODORE PRESSER,

STATION A.

PHILADELPHIA, P

New Mem lor sniit-SinpDi Classes,

Try “ BUDS AND BLOSSOMS.”

By W. IV. GILCHRIST. In Three Books.
Thorn are many •irollent work, on tbo theory of .ight-alnglng, bul
In tho mattor of rottoratlre «zercite tbora baa alwaya boon a groat
lack.

Mr. (lllchriit’i work, roproaonting, a. It dooa, the accumulated

The latent and best noriei of easy tunes and exercises for begin
piano lesson*
Thl* in a new •* up-to-date ” method, endorse
eminent teacher*. The music is not only very easy, but attractiv
intcrntling to teacher and pupil.
For the month of April (only
will send either Part I or Part II for 15 cents, or both parts comple
'25 cent*. Thl* pi ice to music teachers only, and limited to one co
each.

W. F. STRONG, Dixon, III

oaporlenco of yean, moat completely maota thla want, a largo amount
of pracUce being (Iron on each point aa it come, up, and tbo whole,
while avoiding catchy melodic to lead the ear, being characterlaed
by a very high type of mualcianahlp.
It la, aa Its name Impllee, merely a collection of Eieacnn.
retlcal Inatructlon

Theo

la left entirely to the leather, and the exerclaea

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MW
KIMBALL HALL,

243

WABASH AVE., CHICAGO.

AKK iOAPTABUt TO AWT BYSTKM.
The ezerclac are to arranged that they can be uaed by either
male, female, or mixed-voice clamoe.

SPECIAL SUMMER NORMAL SESSIO
July 7th to August 3d.

It la, without doubt, the largret and moil complete M oj nghteinging
eaereieee cor published, and noil aoon become a neccalty In every
well-organised school where music la taught, aa wall aa to every
teacher.
Price, Book I........................
.50
Book II...50
Book III...81.00

THEO. PRESSER,

Unrivaled Advantages.

Terms Moder

Send for Catalogue and Circular.

CONSERVATORY OPEN ALL SUMMER

1708 CHEflrmTT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

JOHN j. HATTSTAEDT,

Dipeet

beautiful AND INSTRUCTIVE.
MENDELSSOHN.
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady,
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by
Theodore Presser.

d]usic and Gulture
By CARL MERZ, HUS. DOC.
PRICE $1.75.

PRICE 75 CENTS.
This edition is beautifully printed on good
paper. It is annotated, and newly phrased and
fingered. The critical notes will be found es¬
pecially practical and valuable. There are
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages.
The selections were by the advice and co-opera¬
tion of many leading musicians of this country
Address the Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSER,
(708 Chestnut Street,

-

Philadelphia, Pa.

vr • 1 nr,

, ilu‘CB01UU!U one, achoj

Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, H,
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music,
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beauti
Plea for Music,

Value of Musics

Education, Memory, Woman in
Music,

Harmony,

Imagina¬

tion, Expression, Maxims.
rhe work is alike Indispensable to the teacher and
both tt offers valuable advice and encouragement
200 pages and is printed in most excellent style.

It oo

